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President of Iceland, Gudni Th Johannesson, and his Eliza Reid speak with media  (10)
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President of Iceland, Gudni Th Johannesson(R) and his Eliza Reid arrive to celebrate his re-election at a hotel in the Icelandic capital Reykjavik on June 27, 2020. (Photo by Halldor KOLBEINS / AFP)
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President of Iceland, Gudni Th Johannesson(R) and his Eliza Reid arrive to celebrate his re-election at a hotel in the Icelandic capital Reykjavik on June 27, 2020. (Photo by Halldor KOLBEINS / AFP)
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President of Iceland, Gudni Th Johannesson(R) and his Eliza Reid arrive to celebrate his re-election at a hotel in the Icelandic capital Reykjavik on June 27, 2020. (Photo by Halldor KOLBEINS / AFP)
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President of Iceland, Gudni Th Johannesson(R) and his Eliza Reid arrive to celebrate his re-election at a hotel in the Icelandic capital Reykjavik on June 27, 2020. (Photo by Halldor KOLBEINS / AFP)
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President of Iceland, Gudni Th Johannesson(R) and his Eliza Reid arrive to celebrate his re-election at a hotel in the Icelandic capital Reykjavik on June 27, 2020. (Photo by Halldor KOLBEINS / AFP)
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President of Iceland, Gudni Th Johannesson(R) and his Eliza Reid arrive to celebrate his re-election at a hotel in the Icelandic capital Reykjavik on June 27, 2020. (Photo by Halldor KOLBEINS / AFP)
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President of Iceland, Gudni Th Johannesson(L) and his Eliza Reid arrive to celebrate his re-election at a hotel in the Icelandic capital Reykjavik on June 27, 2020. (Photo by Halldor KOLBEINS / AFP)
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President of Iceland, Gudni Th Johannesson(L) and his Eliza Reid speak with media as they arrive to celebrate his re-election as head of state at a hotel in the Icelandic capital Reykjavik on June 27, 2020. (Photo by Halldor KOLBEINS / AFP)
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President of Iceland, Gudni Th Johannesson(L) and his Eliza Reid speak with media as they arrive to celebrate his re-election as head of state at a hotel in the Icelandic capital Reykjavik on June 27, 2020. (Photo by Halldor KOLBEINS / AFP)
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President of Iceland, Gudni Th Johannesson(L) and his Eliza Reid speak with media as they arrive to celebrate his re-election as head of state at a hotel in the Icelandic capital Reykjavik on June 27, 2020. (Photo by Halldor KOLBEINS / AFP)
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